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Abstract. The paper tries to establish the uniform design concept for
evolvable hardware based applications. Evolvable circuit is understood
as a system component with ability to evolve. As demo example, a com-
ponent ”evolvable pixel predictor” is presented.

1 Introduction

Evolvable hardware (EHW) can be considered as a technology, which enables
to establish some evolvable system with ability of hardware on-line adaptation
to dynamically changing environments [1]. Circuit connection, encoded to chro-
mosome, of the fast reconfigurable circuit (RC) is autonomously synthesised by
genetic algorithm (GA). Nature of genetic algorithm does not guarantee that
100% quality of resulting connection will be achieved in all cases. This problem
has to be considered during system design and potentially influences the class of
evolvable hardware based applications (EHBA). In case of open-ended evolution
[2], dynamically changing environment is reflected by dynamically changing fit-
ness function. Then evolution must not be ever stopped since known high quality
solution could be unsatisfactory in a new environment.

Available papers about evolvable hardware usually describe ad hoc design for
a given task, e.g. [3,4,5]. This paper is the first attempt to establish the uniform
approach for design of EHBA. Section 2 introduces our concept of evolvable com-
ponent. As an example, the component ”evolvable pixel predictor” is presented
in Section 3 and its design and implementation in Section 4. From discussion in
Section 5, conclusions are derived.

2 Conceptual View

Evolvable digital system may be viewed as a collection of interacting compo-
nents where at least one of them is under evolution. Common components (e.g.
processors, decoders or interfaces) with well known function and structure, are
used through their inputs, outputs and the control signals by other components.
In our concept, the evolvable component consists of the reconfigurable circuit
and the implementation of genetic algorithm. Everything surrounding the evolv-
able component (meaning other components) is called application. The RC in
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the evolvable component interacts with application in the same way as common
component, but its function and internal structure is unknown. Furthermore, ap-
plication must specify how current circuit (configuration of the RC) is successful.
From application point of view, the evolvable component is a black box, which
can perform some important system function, and quality of this function is in-
fluenced by numbers (fitness values) given from application. From the evolvable
component point of view, the application is dynamically changing environment
and the evolvable component tries to adapt to changes. The process of genetic
learning is controlled by application which still asks for better connection. This
separation leads to clear interface among components (see Fig. 1). All genetic
operations, fitness and population memories are carried out on the evolvable
component, only fitness calculation is the part of application. When the fitness
calculation is out of evolvable chip, then it is easy to support the concept of
open-ended evolution (from a view of the component designer).

Fig. 1. Evolvable component and its interface.

3 An Example: Evolvable Component
for Pixel Prediction

As demo example, we describe our evolvable component (i.e. evolvable chip) for
pixel prediction. That is a simple evolvable combinational circuit with four 8bit
inputs X0-X3 and single 8bit output Y. A pixel value Y is predicted from its
neighbours X0-X3. Then application—image compression [4,5,7]—performs the
rest of actions in the compression algorithm. Evolution leads to optimal pre-
diction in block of pixels, which ensures high compression ratios, and hardware
implementation allows feasible time of compression.

Internal structure and interface of evolvable chip are depicted in Fig. 2. Af-
ter RESET, Initial Population Unit (IPU) generates initial population to the
lower part of the Chromosome Memory (CHM). If the application wants to cal-
culate fitness for the new connection, activates NC (New Connection) signal and
Fitness Calculation Control Unit (FCCU) takes the first non-evaluated chromo-
some and downloads it to the RC. Activation of CP (Connection is Prepared)
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Fig. 2. Block structure of the evolvable chip for pixel prediction.

which tells the application that evaluation can be started. VF (Valid Fitness)
signal indicates that appropriate fitness is prepared at Fitness inputs. FCCU
stores this fitness to Fitness Memory (FM) at address given by address of the
chromosome. Best Connection Unit (BCU), which keeps the best chromosome
and its fitness, saves current connection (chromosome) as well as fitness if cur-
rent fitness is the best one. New population is automatically generated (using
New Population Unit) to the second part of CHM after evaluation of all chro-
mosomes. Using BC (Best Connection) activation, the application asks for the
best connection. Signal IF (Invalidate Fitness) is to invalidate the fitness of the
best chromosome and thus the new environment may be announced. Signal RC
(Read Connection) and data pin CC (Current Connection) are considered for
reading of the best chromosome outside the evolvable chip.

4 Design, Implementation and Results

First, evolvable component as well as application were modelled using C++ at
higher level of abstraction. In case of evolvable component, architecture of re-
configurable circuit (e.g. the number and function of programmable elements,
connectivity rules), suitable genetic operators and chromosome to architecture
mapping were looked for in simulations. Reaching satisfactory performance, re-
sulted architecture of the evolvable component was carried out to hardware. En-
tire evolvable chip is described using VHDL. Our design methodology is based
on communicating VHDL modules which allowed us to validate each module
(e.g. cellular automata for random number generation, memories) alone.

The RC, genetic operations and memories are implemented in the same Xilinx
Virtex chip. Note that the RC has a unique architecture (i.e. circuit elements,
configuration style) which satisfies just designer requirements. To implement RC,
we have used special technique initially proposed in [6]. According to VHDL
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description of the RC, special architecture—including configuration logic and
configuration memory—is implemented on the top of a normal FPGA. Such
a simple RC occupies about 500 Virtex-slices and its configuration (90 bits)
takes a clock cycle (WR signal) because only 9 nine functional blocks per 10
configuration bits are used. Pipelined implementation of the RC enables one
prediction per a clock cycle at frequency up to 60MHz (CLK in Fig. 2) [6].

5 Discussion and Conclusions

Considering previous example, our uniform approach to design of EHBA is based
on decomposition of the system into components and consequent definition of
interfaces among them. In case of evolvable component, simulations are used to
determine its architecture. Internal mechanism of the component (e.g. appropri-
ate chromosome have to be downloaded into RC after NC signal) and interface
are the same for all evolvable components. Thus it is possible to define a generic
evolvable component. Taking such component, only determination of the RC’s
architecture, chromosome encoding and genetic operations will be a designer
task for a given application. Of course, fitness calculation and the communica-
tion interface have to be defined in some common component. We have software
and hardware images of the generic evolvable component which may be used as
templates for future projects. Thus the code reusability is ensured. It is the first
step toward uniform approach to design of EHBA.
This research was performed with the CEZ: J22/98:262200012 and the GACR
102/98/0552.
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